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A werewolf is believed to have just one true mate for a lifetime. Like how wolves in real life, they are even regarded as the most

loyal animals to their mate, that a werewolf would never get another mate in his life even at the death of his werewolf mate.

Usually after the mate dies, not long after the partner will follow, but it will only happen if they do not have offspring because the

sense of loss and emptiness is very making them have no desire to live, different if they have offspring, there will be a little desire

to live so usually they will find a partner with fellow werewolves who have also lost their mate or with

humans.

Rejection of a mate is very rare, but usually it will happen if one of the partners has a flaw or a mistake that is so fatal that he/*he

does the forbidden thing of rejecting their mate.

To make a rejection must be done correctly, because so that each wolf within themselves understands the meaning of the

rejection or forever the wolf will remain waiting for the mate.

I, (Your name), reject you, (Your mate name), as my fated mate.

Correct pronunciation of words is mandatory or rejection will

not occur.

Why?

The wolves must understand the rejection or they will keep waiting.

Pain, agony and anger will occur within each werewolf after the rejection, because it is like doing soul-splitting.

Without soul-splitting, rejection fails to occur or is considered non-existent.
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I had tears in my eyes after reading it.

Bullsh*t… this is bullsh*t!!!
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I looked up to stare at the man standing silently in front of me as I read this nonsense book in his office.

He looked miserable…

He knew this and kept playing with my heart by saying hurtful things to me.

He knows I don’t know the facts about how werewolves are rejected so I easily eat up his hurtful words.

Why? Why would he do that just to come back now?!

“Gwen… I…” I raised a finger to shush him.

“Please… don’t say anything” I said softly, sadness washing over me as I remembered what I had to go through after his hurtful

words.

Every night I had to cry in the back of my room due to

heartache and confusion as to why I was rejected by the mate who was supposed to love me selflessly.

Blaming myself and feeling sorry for myself afterwards.

Only to find out that the rejection never existed.

“Gwen…”

I stood up quickly and refused to let him approach me, I slowly backed away from him.

“I… I need some time” I said then turned around and left him

alone in his office.

5 years…

I went through 5 sad and painful years to learn about this fact.

When I opened the door I was surprised by the presence of Alexa and El there, as if they had been waiting for me.

Of course… mind link.
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“Let’s go, I need to go somewhere” I ordered without waiting for an answer and started walking away from here.

I needed to think, currently I’m too angry and sad to be in the same room with that man.

I decided to take a look around to divert the negative thoughts and disappointment I’m feeling right now.

If I had thought the castle was beautiful from outside, the inside was incomparable. This inexplicable strength in the castle, or

withstanding age old beauty, a type of eternity seemed to be cemented into the very walls.

For a lone wolf who renovated the place, I thought it would be empty and dull but this was extraordinarily beautiful.

“The king made the palace for his mate” Alexa voice snapped me from my mind and I turned my head toward her direction with a

raised eyebrow. She smiled and nodded her head “One day my father said that the king wants to have a place that is suitable for

her mate, I have joined as the guards only for 10 years now” she explained and I turned my gaze away from her without say

anything.

I know what she’s doing…

I know I will forgive him, but not now..

I need time…

I’m too confused and sad right now.

I’m already breathing heavily even though I’ve only been walking for a while, it seems that I’m not fully recovered.

“My Queen…” El called my name as a warning and I pointed my index finger to shush her.

“Let’s go back to my room” I said and walked quietly behind them.

They led me back to my room, I just realized that my room was beautiful and much too grand for me to live in alone. The
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room was as large as one entire floor of an average sized house. The walls were painted a beautiful warm shade of mocha and

contrasted softly with a very light cream coloured silk sheet on the bed.

I just realize there’s an open door, slowly I walk toward the door only to get shocked to know it led me to another room… His

room?

O my G*d… His room is right next to mine?!

I watched both Alexa and El bow gently before walking out of my room.

I don’t want to be here, or I want to be here.. I don’t know how I feel right now, I’m so confuse…

I know my heart longing him, but my chest ached as I remember what he done to me.

Releasing a hard breath, I closed the connecting door and sat on one of the cream colored couches near the fireplace exhausted

from today’s event. I bit my lip harsly refusing to let anyone hear me crying, but I know with their werewolf

hearing I won’t succed, I thought I was incapable of crying any longer, my chest ached with a hollow feeling, throat parched and

without realizing I closed my eyes and let myself get lost into deep slumber.
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